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a b s t r a c t

We report the room temperature thermal conductivity of polycrystalline twisted bilayer graphene
(tBLG) as a function of grain size measured by employing a noncontact optical technique based on
micro-Raman spectroscopy. Polycrystalline tBLG sheets of different grain sizes were synthesized on
copper by hot filament chemical vapor deposition. The thermal conductivity values are 1305±122,
971±73, and 657±42 Wm�1K�1 for polycrystalline tBLG with average grain sizes of 54, 21, and 8 nm,
respectively. Based on these thermal conductivity values, we also estimated the grain boundary
conductance, 14:43±1:21 � 1010 Wm�2K�1, and the thermal conductivity for single crystal tBLG,
1510±103 Wm�1K�1. Our results show that the relative degradation of thermal conductivity due to
grain boundaries is smaller in bilayer than in monolayer graphene. Molecular dynamics simulations
indicate that interlayer interactions play an important role in the heat conductivity of polycrystalline
bilayer graphene. The quantitative study of the grain size dependent thermal conductivity of poly-
crystalline bilayer graphene is valuable in technological applications as well as for fundamental sci-
entific understanding.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Graphene, a single layer of sp2 bonded carbon atoms, has drawn
the attention of the scientific community for many applications due
to its excellent electrical, mechanical, optical, and thermal proper-
ties [1e6]. Given the high room temperature electronmobility of up
to 200000 cm2V�1s�1 for non-suspended monolayer graphene [7],
it is a promising material for future ultrafast electronics. Due to the
absence of a band gap, graphene's applications are restricted to
various electronic devices, such as transistors, which require a high
on-off resistance ratio. Bernal stacked bilayer graphene is a po-
tential material for future ultrafast electronics such as transistors
and detectors with similar properties to monolayer graphene, but
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with the additional ability to acquire a tunable band gap under the
application of a vertical electric field [7,8]. The graphene bilayer
system becomes even more interesting when the two monolayers
are rotated relative to each other to produce a twisted bilayer
graphene (tBLG). The tunable interlayer coupling and band struc-
ture, and the emergence of van Hove singularities in the density of
states due to the overlapping of the Dirac cones from top and
bottom graphene layers in tBLG, show great potential for future
electronic and optoelectronic devices [9,10].

Although ultrafast nanoscale devices can be produced, the
generation of heat in the device components from the electric
current imposes a challenge to operating performance and device
lifetime. Heat management in a device is effective if the integrated
materials are capable of transporting the heat to the sink or sur-
roundings, i.e., high thermal conductivity ðKÞ is required. Since the
thermal conductivity of bilayer graphene is known to be high,
ranging from (1412.8e2800 Wm�1K�1), [11,12] it may be a suitable
candidate material for ultrafast nano-electronics with an ability of
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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heat dissipation.
At present, the most common and scalable technique to syn-

thesize large area polycrystalline graphene is chemical vapor
deposition of methane on copper substrates [5,6,13e15]. Grain
boundaries are known to scatter phonons and introduce mode
mismatch that degrades the thermal conductivity of polycrystalline
graphene [16e23]. Several theoretical studies [16e21] have been
performed on the thermal transport properties of polycrystalline
graphene and grain boundary effects where thermal conductivity is
found to decrease with a reduction in graphene grain size. The
thermal conductivity of graphene is sensitive not only to grain
boundaries but also to defects [24,25], such as point defects and
Stone-Wales defects. By using non-equilibrium molecular dy-
namics simulations, Zhang et al. [24] demonstrated that the ther-
mal conductivity of monolayer graphene decreases rapidly in the
small defect density regime of monovacancy, divacancy, and Stone-
Wales defects. In the large defect density regime, the thermal
conductivity decreases more slowly. In order to use graphene for
thermal management applications, the degradation of its thermal
conductivity by grain boundaries and defects needs to be under-
stood. Besides the use of its high thermal conductivity for heat
dissipation in nanoscale devices, graphene with low thermal con-
ductivity can be utilized for thermoelectric energy conversion [26].
Therefore, the ability to tune the thermal conductivity of graphene
by controlling the amount of defects, functionalization, hydroge-
nation, and grain boundaries [26] is technologically important.

Since graphene is more readily available in polycrystalline form
when it comes to obtaining large areas, understanding the physical
properties of polycrystalline graphene is critically important for its
practical applications. In this context, we hereby report a detailed
experimental investigation on the room temperature thermal
conductivity of polycrystalline twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) as a
function of grain size. The investigation on the grain size dependent
thermal conductivity of tBLG provides information to assess the
suitability of this material for future applications in optoelectronics
and other nanoscale electronic devices.
2. Experimental details

2.1. Graphene growth by hot filament chemical vapor deposition

Twisted bilayer graphene samples were grown on copper foil
(Alfa-Aesar, 0.025 mm thick, annealed, uncoated, 99.8%, metal
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the transfer
basis) in a hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) reactor
by using methane gas as the carbon precursor gas. We synthesized
nanocrystalline tBLG of different grain sizes by flowing 10, 5, and 2
sccm of methane gas along with 50 sccm of hydrogen into the
chamber for 30 min while the substrate heater temperature was
kept at 975 �C. The filament temperature and the total chamber
pressure were maintained at 1750 �C and 35 Torr respectively.
2.2. Graphene transfer onto grid

We transferred the graphene from copper foil to the bare copper
grid (without holey amorphous carbon) containing circular holes
(about 6.5 mm diameter) by a polymer free transfer method. Gra-
phene transfer by using poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) leaves
some contamination on graphene which suppresses the phonon
transport [27]. Since our bare copper grid does not contain a holey
amorphous carbon layer and the grid is much thicker than the usual
holey amorphous carbon transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
grids, the direct transfer of graphene onto the TEM grid as proposed
by Regan et al. [28] was not suitable. We employed a different
polymer free transfer method to transfer our bilayer graphene onto
the bare copper grids. The tBLG/Cu without any polymer support
was directly placed in 20% ammonium persulfate solution in a petri
dish for about 2 h (Fig. 1a). Following completion of the Cu etching,
the floating bilayer graphene on transparent ammonium persulfate
is visible to the naked eye (better with a simple hand lens). This
method is suitable specifically for bilayer and multilayer graphene
due to their higher opacity compared to monolayer graphene. We
placed a clean white sheet of paper under the petri dish to help us
see the floating graphene from directly above. The floating gra-
phenewas then pickedwith a glass plate (Fig.1b) and transferred to
deionized (DI) water in a glass beaker for further cleaning (Fig. 1c).
A white paper was also placed under the beaker. After 30 min, the
graphene was transferred onto DI water and the process was
repeated four times. Finally, the clean graphenewas scoopedwith a
Cu grid (Fig. 1d), and dried on a hot plate at 45 �C for 5 min.
2.3. Characterization of graphene

The synthesized graphene samples were characterized by using
Raman spectroscopy (Horiba-Jobin T64000 micro-Raman system
equipped with a diode laser emitting at 514.5 nm), scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-7500F), spherical aberration-
process employed for bilayer graphene.



Fig. 2. Raman spectra of tBLG materials: black color for low defect density, red for
moderate defect density, and blue for high defect density. (A colour version of this
figure can be viewed online.)
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corrected high-resolution transmission electron microscope
(HRTEM) (Titan), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Nanoscope V
(Vecco)) equipped with a silicon nitride tip with back side coating
(Ti/Au 45 nm).

2.4. Experimental measurement of thermal conductivity

We measured the thermal conductivity of suspended poly-
crystalline bilayer graphene by employing a non-contact Raman
optothermal technique [1,2,11,25]. This is a non-invasive technique,
and is suitable to apply when a material is in suspended form.
Thermal conductivity extraction from suspended graphene avoids
the effect of strains [2] and graphene-substrate interactions [15],
which allows us for a direct comparison on the phonon transport
properties of polycrystalline bilayer graphene of different grain
sizes. The graphene was suspended over a relatively large grid hole
(~6:5 mm) compared to the laser spot size of ~1:5 mm. The Raman
peak position was calibrated and monitored using the 521.7 cm�1

peak of silicon every 2 h during the measurements. The Raman
spectra were further improved by sufficiently long acquisition of
2 min. The frequency shift of one of the intense Raman bands (i.e.,
the G peak in our case) is analyzed separately as a function of the
temperature of the material and absorbed laser power. The thermal
conductivity measurement process is divided into two steps: a
calibration procedure and the power-dependent Raman
measurement.

In our calibration experiments, we recorded the Raman G peak
position as a function of temperature. The samples were placed in a
cold-hot cell (Enkam TS1500) temperature controller. The spectra
were recorded at temperature intervals of 25 K ranging from 83 to
473 K. For each Raman measurement, the samples were kept at the
intended temperature for 5 min in order to allow for temperature
stabilization. The calibration Raman measurements were per-
formed at a low laser excitation power of � 0.5 mW to minimize
local heating by the laser radiation.

The laser power dependent Raman measurements were carried
out at room temperature in air with the laser beam at the center of
the graphene suspended over the grid hole. The laser radiation
produced local heating at the center of the suspended graphene
and the Raman spectrum was collected for 2 min. Due to the
negligibly small thermal conductivity (~0.025 W/mK) of air [1], we
assume that the local heat developed at the laser spot only prop-
agates along the plane of graphene. We measured the power
absorbed by the suspended graphene by using a laser power meter
(FieldMaster) equipped with a semiconductor laser sensor
(Coherent, model LM-2). The measurement of the absorbed power
by the suspended graphene was performed after all of the power
dependent Raman measurements were carried out. We measured
the power transmitted through an empty hole and that transmitted
through the graphene layer, the difference of which gives the po-
wer absorbed by the suspended graphene. The small radiation
reflectivity (0.1%) [15] of graphene was disregarded. The experi-
ments were repeated on three regions of the suspended graphene
and they were reproducible within 10%.

2.5. Thermal conductivity calculation by molecular dynamics
simulations

The thermal conductivity of the monolayer and twisted bilayer
graphene has been calculated by MD simulations. MD simulations
have been performed using the large-scale atomic/molecular
massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) code [29,30] and covalent
interactions between carbon atoms have been described by the
second-generation reactive empirical bond order (REBO) potential.
The REBO potential has been shown previously to describe
reasonably well the CeC bonds in single crystalline and poly-
crystalline monolayer graphene [17,31e33]. It does not explicitly
consider long-range dispersion interactions. Therefore, a Lennard-
Jones potential has been added to account for such a dispersion
interaction between the layers of bilayer graphene.

The thermal conductivity has been calculated based on an
approach to equilibrium molecular dynamics (AEMD) methodol-
ogy. Details on the AEMD procedure can be found elsewhere
[34,35]. Simulation cells of nanocrystalline graphene have been
generated using an iterative algorithm as described previously [17].
We calculated the thermal conductivity of nanocrystalline tBLG of
mixed arbitrary twist angles with grain sizes ranging from 5.0 to
22.5 nm at the simulation cell length (L) of 200 nm. For comparison,
we calculated the thermal conductivity of nanocrystalline mono-
layer graphene of grain sizes ranging from 1.3 to 41.4 nm at the
same simulation cell length. The thermal conductivity of the cor-
responding single crystalline system (KC) at the same simulation
cell length (200 nm) has been determined from the 1=K to 1=L
behavior [17], where K is the thermal conductivity of a nano-
crystalline graphene at a simulation cell length of L.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Graphene growth and characterization

We synthesized tBLG of different grain sizes on copper foil by
HFCVD. Although graphene growth on copper in the HFCVD is
similar to the growth in thermal CVD, a distinct feature of the
HFCVD growth is that a fraction of themethane and hydrogen gases
are decomposed at the hot filaments prior to interacting with the
hot copper surface, which favors the formation of a second layer,
leading to the growth of bilayer graphene islands. The islands
continue to grow with deposition time and finally merge to form a
large area polycrystalline bilayer graphene. It is known that gra-
phene grows on copper by carbon nucleation on the copper surface
which grows with time into graphene grains [36,37]. Hence, by
controlling the carbon nucleation density, bilayer graphene of
variable grain sizes can be grown.

The nanocrystalline nature of the synthesized graphene samples
was confirmed based on the Raman spectroscopic characterization
and TEM studies. Raman spectra of all nanocrystalline tBLG samples
on bare copper TEM grids having different defect densities are
shown in Fig. 2. They show the characteristic Raman G and 2D
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bands at around 1582 and 2696 cm�1, respectively, with a slight
tendency of the more defective graphene to have a lower G mode
frequency. The D and D0 bands, which are activated by single
phonon intervalley and intravalley scattering processes [38],
appear at 1350 and 1621 cm�1, respectively.

It is evident from the tBLG Raman spectra that the D and D0

bands are small, the D0 band is distinguishable from the G band as a
shoulder, and the G bands are narrow. These Raman features
indicate that the defects in the graphene fall in the first category as
classified by Ferrari and Robertson [39]. For this category of defects,
the Tuinstra and Koenig relation [40],

IðDÞ=IðGÞ ¼ CðlÞ=d (1)

can be applied to estimate the grain size (d) in the graphene, where
the co-efficient CðlÞ is ~4.4 nm [40] for laser excitationwavelength,
l ¼ 514:5 nm. Ten different Raman spectra were collected at room
temperature for each sample from the suspended region of gra-
phene by probing the laser beam on the studied grid hole and the
surrounding holes. The intensity ratio (IðDÞ=IðGÞ) of the D and G
bands was obtained by fitting the bands to the damped harmonic
oscillator function (phonon model) (see Fig. S1 in the supplemen-
tary material section). The average grain sizes, estimated by using
equation (1), for the tBLG with high, intermediate, and low defect
density, are 8:0±1:1, 21:2±2:5, and 53:9±6:6 nm, respectively. The
standard deviation (s) was taken as the error for the estimated
grain size.

Fig. 3a shows the representative tapping mode AFM image of
the tBLG lying flat on SiO2/Si. The measured height profile (inset) of
the tBLG is 1.1 nm, which indicates that the graphene consists of
two layers [5]. Fig. 3b is the representative field emission SEM
Fig. 3. (a) Tapping mode AFM image of bilayer graphene on SiO2/Si. Inset shows the height
Field emission SEM image of suspended nanocrystalline tBLGs on bare copper grid; (c) Re
showing a Moir�e pattern; (d) Representative HRTEM image of nanocrystalline tBLG for a gra
showing two sets of six-fold reflection spots corresponding to the two graphene monolayer
colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
image of the suspended nanocrystalline tBLGs on the bare copper
grid transferred by our method where graphene is lying flat on the
surface of the copper grid, well stretched over the holes, with a few
acquired wrinkles. Representative HRTEM images of nanocrystal-
line tBLG are shown in Fig. 3c and d. They show aMoir�e pattern due
to the two layers rotated relative to each other by an angle. The fast
Fourier transform of the images in Fig. 3c and d (insets) shows two
sets of six-fold reflection spots rotated to each other by an angle
indicating that the graphene is a tBLG. The statistical analysis in-
dicates that the dominant twist angle is ~21�.

3.2. Temperature-dependent Raman studies

Fig. 4a shows the dependence of the G peak spectral position on
temperature for nanocrystalline tBLGwith different grain sizes. The
Raman spectra as a function of temperature for an average grain
size of 54 nm is shown in the Supplementary Material section
(Fig. S2). The G peak red-shifts linearly with the increase in tem-
perature from 83 to 473 K for all the grain sizes, which is attributed
to a combined effect of volume and temperature contributions,
resulting from the anharmonicity in the lattice [41]. We found the
red-shifted values to be consistently reproducible within 10%. The
effect of strain on the G peak shift in the suspended graphene has
been reported to be small compared to that of temperature [15].
Also, since our graphene layers have been transferred by polymer
free method, there is no G peak shift caused by the possible charge
transfer doping from its residues, and any doping by atmospheric
molecules is uniform. Taking into account the uncertainty in the G
peak position (Fig. 4a) at any particular temperature, the measured
values overlap at most of the temperatures for the three grain sizes
studied. Also, the individually calculated slopes completely overlap
profile of the graphene film along the white line, showing a step height of 1.1 nm; (b)
presentative HRTEM image of nanocrystalline tBLG for grain sizes of ~21 and ~54 nm
in size of ~8 nm showing a Moir�e pattern in each grain. Insets are the FFT of the images,
s of the bilayer system rotated with respect to each other with a twist angle of ~21�. (A



Fig. 4. (a) A single linear plot of Raman G peak position vs temperature for suspended tBLG with different grain sizes. The experiments were performed at � 0.5 mWof laser power.
(b) Decay rate of the G-mode optical phonons in nanocrystalline tBLG with different grain sizes. The experimental data (symbols) are fit (thick solid lines) to Equation (2).
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due to this uncertainty. Hence, there is no significant difference in
the measured values of the temperature dependence of the G peak
position shift for different grain sizes. We fitted a single line to the
data by considering the following linear equation u ¼ u0 þ aT ,
where u0 is the phonon frequency at 0 K, and a is the first order
temperature coefficient. The fitted temperature co-efficient a is
�ð1:20±0:06Þ � 10�2 cm�1K�1 which is slightly smaller than the
previously reported values for bilayer graphene [11,41].

We analyzed the temperature dependence of the G-mode
phonon decay rates of the suspended nanocrystalline tBLG with
different grain sizes. We did not observe significant temperature
dependence below room temperature for all the grain sizes,
whereas the phonon decay rate increases gradually beyond that
temperature. Chatzakis et al. [42] reported a similar observation for
the temperature dependence of the G-mode optical phonon decay
rate for highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and singlewalled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). The G-mode phonon decay process
can be explained by the decay of this zone center optical phonon
mode (G-mode) into two phonons of smaller energy governed by
the following equation [42];

GðTÞ ¼ G0 þ A ½1þ nðu1; TÞ þ nðu2; TÞ� (2)

where GðTÞ is the temperature dependent phonon line width or full
width at half maximum (FWHM), G0 is the linewidth at zero tem-
perature, A is the anharmonic coefficient, nðu; TÞ is the Bose�Ein-
stein distribution function, and u1 and u2 are the frequencies of the
daughter phonons into which the G-mode phonon decays. The
experimental data for all the nanocrystalline tBLG with different
grain sizes can be fit to equation (2) (Fig. 4b) using two optical
phonons with frequencies 896.36 and 688.10 cm�1 at G point re-
ported elsewhere [43] for a twisted bilayer graphene of twist angle
21.8�. We note that these two optical phonons are also commonly
present in twisted bilayer graphene of other twist angles 13.2�, 9.4�,
and 7.3� [43] which forms a portion of our nanocrystalline twisted
bilayer graphene. These two phonon energies correspond to the
maximum (DOS) region for the tBLG of 21.8� and 13.2� [43] and
nanocrystalline monolayer graphene [16,17]. The values of the
fitting parameters G0 and A are presented in Table 1, which shows
that the values of G0 increase with the decrease.in the grain size
indicating that the lifetime of G-mode phonon is shorter for smaller
grain size graphene. Furthermore, the value of A is found to be
increasing with the decrease in the grain size which can be
explained as the enhancement of the anharmonic interaction by
the grain boundaries in smaller grained graphene. The increase in
the G-mode phonon decay rate (DG) in the studied temperature
range (83e473 K) is larger for smaller grain sizes. This value (see
Table 1) increases from 1.5 to 2.3 ps�1 as the grain size decreases
from 54 to 8 nm. We observed a relatively fast increase in the
phonon decay rate in our nanocrystalline twisted bilayer graphene
over the studied temperature range with respect to HOPG and
SWCNT [42]. This can be explained by the numerous folded low
energy phonon modes inherently produced in twisted bilayer
graphene [11,43] due to the Brillouin zone folding and the presence
of phonon DOS for such a low energy. The daughter phonons with
energy 896.36 and 688.10 cm�1 [43] produced from the decay of
the G-mode phonon are likely to decay into such low energy
phonons. The low energy phonons can be activated by heat as their
energy is comparable to the thermal energy in the studied tem-
perature range. Overall, the presence and activation of numerous
folded low energy phonons in twisted bilayer graphene and the
grain boundaries in the nanocrystalline graphene enhance the
scattering and decay of the G-mode phonon leading to its faster
decay when the temperature is increased above room temperature.

3.3. Laser power dependent Raman studies and thermal
conductivity measurement

For the laser power dependent Raman measurements, we
placed the graphene/grid on a silicon substrate positioned at an
incline angle of 45� to the sample holder and the grid, as shown in
Fig. 5a, to avoid the multiple power absorption by graphene. A
portion of the incident laser energy at the center of the suspended
graphene is absorbed. The measured optical absorption at 514.5 nm
is 7:5±0:7%, which is comparable to the literature values for bilayer
graphene [11]. The heat produced at the center of the suspended
graphene propagates along the graphene sheet, and radially out-
wards to the edges of the grid hole. The copper grid helps to
dissipate the heat as copper is a good thermal conductor
(z400Wm�1K�1 at room temperature) [44]. The heat developed at
the center of the suspended graphene raises the local temperature
causing the red shift of the Raman G peak. Hence, it is expected that
the red shift of Raman G peak increases with the increase in the
laser power. Fig. 5b shows the plots of the Raman G peak position vs
absorbed laser power for different nanocrystalline tBLG. The slopes
give the values of the change in G-mode phonon frequency with



Table 1
The values of the fit parameters and phonon decay rates using Equation (2) to describe the experimental temperature dependence of the anharmonic decay rate of the G-mode
phonons for nanocrystalline tBLG of different grain sizes.

Grain size (nm) G0 (cm�1) A (cm�1) G (cm�1) at 83 K G (cm�1) at 473 K DG (cm�1) DG (ps�1)

8:0±1:1 27:7±1:7 6:5±1:1 34:0±2:1 46:1±2:8 12:1±3:5 2:3±0:6
21:2±2:5 20:0±1:3 5:4±0:9 25:5±1:7 35:5±2:3 10:0±2:9 1:9±0:6
53:9±6:6 16:1±0:9 4:3±0:6 20:4±1:2 28:4±1:6 8:0±2:0 1:5±0:4

Fig. 5. (a) A schematic diagram of laser probing on graphene/Cu grid for laser power-dependent Raman measurement. (b) Plots for the G peak shift vs absorbed laser power for
different grain sizes. The data are fitted with black (54 nm average grain size), red (21 nm average grain size), and blue (8 nm average grain size) lines.
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incident laser energy ðdu=dPÞ. The obtained values of ðdu=dPÞ are
�2:12±0:17, �2:86±0:16, and �4:21±0:18 cm�1/mW for the tBLG
of average grain sizes 54, 21, and 8 nm, respectively. The smaller
value of ðdu=dPÞ for larger grained graphene indicates that heat is
dissipated more efficiently by such graphene.

The expression for the thermal conductivity in the radial heat
wave case proposed by Balandin et al. [1] is given by equation (3):

K ¼ a

�
1

2 p h

� �
du

dP

��1

(3)

where h is the thickness of bilayer graphene in our case. The values
of K for tBLG with average grain size of 54, 21, and 8 nm are:
1305±122, 971±73, and 657±42 Wm�1K�1 respectively. Since the
graphene/grid was kept at ambient temperature during the laser
power dependent Raman measurements, the measured thermal
conductivity values correspond to room temperature. Nonetheless,
it has been widely studied [2,11,15,49] that irrespective of the
number of layers, the thermal conductivity of graphene decreases
with increase in temperature above room temperature.

The experimental uncertainties on the measured room tem-
perature thermal conductivity values of the nanocrystalline tBLG
include random uncertainties of the measured temperature coef-
ficient, laser power dependent Raman studies, and measurement
on the laser power absorption.We have taken care of several factors
to minimize the possible random uncertainties on the measure-
ments such as temperature stabilization for 5 min for every sub-
sequent temperature measurement Raman studies, sufficiently
long Raman spectrum acquisition (2 min), and cleanliness of the
samples. Possible systematic uncertainty on the Raman peak po-
sition has been controlled by calibrating and monitoring the peak
position using 521.7 cm�1 peak of silicon every 2 h during the
Raman measurements.
The tBLG with average grain size 54 nm has a relatively small

defect density introduced by the grain boundaries, and hence its K
value is comparable to 1413 ± 390 Wm�1K�1 for CVD synthesized
twisted bilayer graphene with a twist angle of 34� with negligible
defects reported by Li et al. [11]. Since the twist angle between the
graphene monolayers influences the phonon spectra of the tBLG by
modification of the weak van der Waals inter-layer interaction, and
alteration of the size of the Brillouin zone leading to the phonon
momentum change [43], the thermal conductivity of a twisted
bilayer graphene is dependent upon the twist angle ðqÞ. The direct
comparison of the thermal conductivity values for different tBLG
with different twist angle is therefore not appropriate.We note that
the intrinsic thermal conductivity of a tBLG is lower relative to that
of AB stacked bilayer graphene [11]. In a twisted bilayer graphene,
two atomic planes are coupled weakly by van der Waals in-
teractions but phonons do not propagate as in two nearly inde-
pendent SLG planes [11]. The twist between the atomic planes in
tBLG results in the substantially reduced size of the Brillouin zone
and the emergence of numerous folded acoustic phonon branches,
which facilitate the momentum conservation for normal three
phonon scattering.
3.4. Estimation of grain boundary conductance

We found that thermal conductivity of polycrystalline bilayer
graphene decreases with the reduction in grain size, and it de-
creases faster in the small grain regime (see Fig. S3 in the Supple-
mentary Material section), consistent with theoretical results
[17,19,22]. Considering that the heat flux is perpendicular to the
grain boundaries, the thermal conductivity in nanocrystalline gra-
phene can be described as a connection of resistances in series. The
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total phonon thermal conductivity (K) of polycrystalline graphene
is expressed in terms of the boundary conductance (G) of the grain
boundaries, the magnitude of the grain size (d), and the thermal
conductivity (Kg) of the grain regions as [17e19,22,33]:

1
K
¼ 1

G d
þ 1
Kg

(4)

Equation (4) shows that the plot of the inverse of thermal
conductivity, K , versus the inverse of the grain size, d, is a linear
curve, the slope of which gives the value of boundary conductance,
and the y-intercept gives the value of the thermal conductivity
Kp(Kg ¼ Kp for infinitely large grain) of the infinitely large grain
(single crystalline graphene). Fig. 6 shows a linear fit of the plot of
1=K versus 1=d yielding the values of 14:43±1:21� 1010 Wm�2K�1

and 1510±103 Wm�1K�1 for the thermal boundary conductance
and thermal conductivity of the single crystalline tBLG, respec-
tively. The obtained value of grain boundary conductance is 3e10
times larger than the calculated values in the previous reports
[17,18,22,45,46], but close to the value13:3� 1010 Wm�2K�1 esti-
mated by Reference [19] for monolayer graphene.

The extrapolated value of thermal conductivity of tBLG is
reasonable with respect to the literature values for the suspended
bilayer graphene [11,47], and reported theoretical values [48,49].
The value is slightly larger than the experimentally measured value
of tBLG of twist angle 34� (equivalent to 4�) [11], but is consistent if
we consider that our graphene is a twisted bilayer graphene of 21�.
tBLG of twist angle 21.8� has the smallest sized Moir�e supercell
(unit cell) with a commensurate atomic configuration. The twist
angle in a tBLG with commensurate atomic configuration is given
by Ref. [43]:

cosðqÞ ¼
�
3m2 þ 3mnþm2�2Þ�
3m2 þ 3mnþ 3n2

� (5)

where m and n are the positive integers.
If n is not divisible by 3, the number of atoms in the unit cell of

tBLG for a given pair of integers ðm;nÞ is given by:

N ¼ 4
h
ðmþ nÞ2 þmð2mþ nÞ

i
(6)

The prevailing twist angle in our tBLG is ~21�, close to the
Fig. 6. Inverse of thermal conductivity versus the inverse of grain size (d). Red line is
the linear fit, the slope of which gives the value of boundary conductance,
14:43±1:21� 1010 Wm�2K�1 , and the y-intercept gives the value of the thermal
conductivity for single crystalline tBLG, 1510±103 Wm�1K�1. (A colour version of this
figure can be viewed online.)
theoretical value of 21.8� for a commensurate atomic configuration.
For such a case, the values of ðm;nÞ are ð1;1Þ, which gives the
number of the C atoms in the unit cell as 28. Hence, there are
roughly a total of 84 possible phonon branches in the phonon
spectrum of the tBLG of twist angle ~21�. This number is larger than
6 for single layer, 12 for AB or AA stacked bilayer graphene, but
substantially smaller than that of a tBLG of any twist angle. Based
on the fact that the Brillouin zone of the tBLG with a twist angle of
21.8� is the largest among the tBLG of all possible twist angles,
Umklapp phonon scattering is expected to beminimal for this twist
angle. Since there are a minimum number of folded phonon
branches in 21� twisted bilayer graphene compared to those of
other twist angles, phonon momentum conservation for normal
scattering is also minimized [11]. Hence, we can expect the phonon
thermal conductivity in tBLG of ~21� is greater than the tBLGs of
other twist angles.
3.5. MD simulations and comparison of normalized thermal
conductivity

Looking into the relative change in thermal conductivity for
nanocrystalline tBLG as a function of grain size, the values decrease
to 86%, 64%, and 43% (taking KP ¼ 1510 Wm�1K�1 as the reference
value) for 54, 21, and 8 nm average grain sizes, respectively. By
comparing these values with those reported for monolayer gra-
phene with similar grain sizes [16,17,19], we find that the relative
decrease in the thermal conductivity of nanocrystalline tBLG is
smaller than that of monolayer graphene. For example, the thermal
conductivity is reduced to about 25% for 8-nm grain size poly-
crystalline monolayer graphene [19], in contrast to 43% for 8-nm
grain size tBLG. In order to understand this result, we performed
MD simulations to obtain the normalized thermal conductivity
(K=Kref ) for nanocrystalline tBLG as a function of grain size. For
comparison, we performed a similar calculation for monolayer
graphene. Details of the nanocrystalline graphene sheet con-
structed for the simulations (see Fig. S4) are provided in the Sup-
plementary Material section.

Fig. 7 compares the K=Kref vs d behavior of the experimental
data for nanocrystalline tBLG, with the data from simulations for
nanocrystalline tBLG and monolayer graphene. It is evident from
Fig. 7 that the K=Kref vs d behavior for the tBLG from experimental
results resembles that of the tBLG of the simulation results. The
Fig. 7. Normalized thermal conductivity K=Kref as a function of grain size ðdÞ. The
thermal conductivity of the HFCVD grown nanocrystalline tBLG (blue filled inverted
triangles) have been normalized to Kref ¼ KP . The thermal conductivity for monolayer
(green filled diamonds) and twisted bilayer (red filled triangles) graphene obtained
from MD simulations have been normalized to the corresponding values of Kref . (A
colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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extrapolated curve for the experimental result shows that at a grain
size of 1 nm, the thermal conductivity of the tBLG is reduced to
about 9% of the thermal conductivity corresponding to a single
crystalline system. This is close to the simulation results for the
tBLG, where the thermal conductivity is reduced to about 8% at a
grain size of 1 nm. The simulation results shows that the grain
boundary effect on the degradation of thermal conductivity for a
monolayer graphene is significantly larger than in a bilayer gra-
phene. The thermal conductivity of a nanocrystalline monolayer
graphene is reduced to about 4% when the grain size is 1 nm,
consistent with the reports [17,19].

A smaller degradation to the thermal conductivity due to grain
boundaries is observed in polycrystalline bilayer graphene versus
that in monolayer graphene. This may be explained as follows:
many reports [1,4,15,47e51] claim that the out of plane acoustic
(ZA) (flexural) phonons dominate the in-plane acoustic (Longitu-
dinal/Transverse) phonons for thermal conductivity in graphene. In
the bilayer system, the two graphene planes are coupled through a
weak van der Waals interaction [47]. Such an interplanar interac-
tion opens many new phonon scattering channels in bilayer gra-
phene, including the most effective one which involves three ZA
phonons [49]. In monolayer graphene, these additional scattering
channels for flexural phonons are absent. This explains the
decrease in the thermal conductivity from monolayer to bilayer
graphene [49,51]. In the case of polycrystalline bilayer graphene,
grain boundaries in the two interacting graphene layers tend to
decouple them, thus, the scattering channels for flexural phonons
are reduced enhancing slightly the phonon transport. Such an ef-
fect of decoupling the graphene layers in a bilayer system by grain
boundaries increases with decreasing grain size due to the
increased density of grain boundaries. Hence, we observe similar
K=Kref vs d behavior for BLG and monolayer graphene in the large
grain regime, and gradual deviation of the curve for BLG (going
higher) from the monolayer with reduction in grain size.
4. Conclusions

We report an experimental investigation of the room temper-
ature thermal conductivity of a twisted bilayer graphene as a
function of grain size by employing a noncontact technique based
on micro-Raman spectroscopy. We synthesized nanocrystalline
tBLG with different grain sizes by hot filament chemical vapor
deposition using methane as the carbon precursor gas. The bilayer
graphene on copper was successfully transferred onto bare copper
grids of hole diameter ~6:5 mm. The results show that the thermal
conductivity of tBLG is quite high, comparable to that of Bernal
bilayer graphene. We estimated the values of thermal boundary
conductance and thermal conductivity of the single crystalline
tBLG. We also found that the degradation in thermal conductivity
due to grain boundaries is smaller in a polycrystalline bilayer gra-
phene than in a polycrystallinemonolayer graphene. This result has
been understood through MD simulations as resulting from non-
negligible interactions between adjacent layers. Our study en-
courages the grain boundary engineering of CVD synthesized gra-
phene for tuning thermal conductivity for practical applications.
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